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Estimation of the minimum �uidisation velocities in
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Abstract

A method for estimating minimum �uidisation velocities in a well-mixed, bi-

disperse �uidised bed of spherical particles is described where a drag model is

combined with a particle packing model. The method described does not re-

quire empirical input about a speci�c particle mixture, and so these minimum

�uidisation velocities can be estimated over wide ranges of size and density

ratios. The treatment is fully non-dimensionalised. It is shown that two min-

imum �uidisation velocities may be de�ned for a well mixed bi-disperse bed:

the gas speed at which �uidisation initiates determined from considering the

bed as a whole, and a higher one corresponding to the balance of forces on

an individual particle. The di�erences between bi- and mono-disperse beds are

the change in particle volume fraction owing to packing, the di�erence in drag

around individual particles compared with the average drag, and the action of

the hydrostatic pressure gradient. The latter two e�ects tend to increase the

di�erence between the two limits of minimum �uidisation velocity, while pack-

ing decreases it and intensi�es the dependence on mass fraction of the minimum

�uidisation velocities. The in�uence of inertia is determined from particle prop-

erties through an Archimedes number. Though the inertial e�ects are not large

for a wide range of particles, they can start to dominate other in�uences on the

minimum �uidisation velocities as particle diameter increases.
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1. Introduction1

There is a long history of interest in the minimum �uidisation velocity, umf2

for when a bed consists of two well-mixed sets of particles of di�erent densities3

and sizes. This has been of particular recent interest because of its relevance4

to biomass combustion and gasi�cation where relatively large and light biomass5

particles must be well-mixed with inert material particles and the bed must be6

fully �uidised [1]. Classical approaches to estimating the minimum �uidisation7

velocity in a bi-disperse bed is summarised by [2]. One approach has been to8

empirically �t to experimental data, for example, Cheung et al.[3]. Another ap-9

proach has been to calculate the minimum �uidisation velocities for bi-disperse10

beds in the same manner as a mono-disperse bed with particle densities and11

diameters averaged in some manner to re�ect the bi-disperse nature of the bed.12

For example, Goossens et al.[4] calculated the overall particle density and an13

average particle diameter that has the equivalent total surface area per unit14

weight. These quantities were then used in the Wen and Yu equation [5] to15

calculate umf as for mono-disperse �uidised beds. Subsequent developments of16

this method for speci�c applications have tried to improve correlations through17

adjustments to the numerical coe�cients in the equation e.g. [6�8].18

It became apparent that the estimation of the point of minimum �uidisa-19

tion in bi-disperse beds is more complex than for mono-disperse beds beyond20

accounting for changes to the overall bed parameters. The estimated values of21

umf for a bi-disperse bed could vary from experimental measurements by as22

much as ±40% [6, 7]. There are a number of issues that might account for this.23

First, from measurements of pressure drop against velocity, it is apparent24

that in a bi-disperse bed �uidisation is not a single event that is the crossing25

of a threshold, but is a process that continues over a range of gas velocities26

[7, 9�11]. This results in the de�nition of two minimum �uidisation velocities,27

one at which �uidisation initiates and a higher one that corresponds to the gas28

speed at which the pressure drop over a bed reaches a maximum. This has29

been accounted for as a result of the segregation of particles above the initial30

minimum �uidisation velocity up to a gas speed above which the pattern of31

segregation becomes independent of gas speed.32

The second issue that gives rise to uncertainty in estimating minimum �u-33
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idisation velocities is that when a bed consists of particles of di�erent sizes, it is34

possible for the smaller particles to pack the interstices between the large ones35

[12, 13]. Drag is strongly dependent on particle volume fraction, φ, which can36

vary markedly with the degree of packing that the particle geometry allows and37

the proportion of each of the bed components [9, 13]. There has been success38

at estimating the initial minimum �uidisation velocity for bi-disperse beds by39

measuring φ directly and then calculating umf using the viscous term of the Er-40

gun equation with mixture particle density and diameter [9, 14]. An alternative41

approach has been to use curve �tting for empirical measurements of minimum42

�uidisation velocity to account for the e�ect of packing [3, 13]. As well as φ,43

the packing of small particles between the large ones will a�ect the nature of44

the channels through which the �uidising gas passes through a bi-disperse bed45

and hence the drag exerted on the particles [15].46

A third issue is the exertion of hydrostatic forces as well as drag on particles47

in a �uidised bed. This is straightforward to allow for in a mono-disperse bed,48

but in a bi-disperse bed for which the densities of the two components are49

di�erent, the hydrostatic force on a particular particle depends on the proportion50

of each component, and this can be di�cult to account for [16].51

In this paper, a method is presented for estimating minimum �uidisation52

velocities in well-mixed bi-disperse �uidised beds of spherical particles that ex-53

plicitly includes all their physical features without requiring empirical measure-54

ments of a particular bed. A drag model [15, 17] is combined with the estimation55

of φ through the use of a packing model [18], and the e�ects of the hydrostatic56

pressure gradient and inertia are included. The resulting equations are fully57

non-dimensionalised,so the results are generally applicable. The model is ap-58

plied at two scales: that of the overall bed, and that of the individual particle.59

Several drag models are available, but that of Hoef et al. [15, 17] is used as it60

allows the identi�cation of speci�c physical mechanisms for the generation of61

drag, and for drag to be calculated at both scales. This drag model has been62

used successfully elsewhere to model �uidised beds e.g. [19�21]. The results63

from this paper show the degree of complexity introduced into the process of64

�uidisation by a second particle component.65
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2. Minimum �uidisation velocities in mono-sized �uidised beds66

The minimum �uidisation velocity for a mono-sized bed of particles, umf 0, is67

the speed of a �uid �ow though it, ug, at which the particles' weight is matched68

by the �uid forces acting upon them: drag and hydrostatic pressure. The drag69

force can be written down as the Stokes drag on an isolated particle multiplied70

by the factor F that accounts for the e�ect of surrounding particles and inertia71

on the drag on a particle in a bed [17]. F is a function of φ0, the particle volume72

fraction for a mono-disperse bed, and Re, the particle Reynolds number. It can73

be shown that the net force generated on a particle of diameter d0 when the74

hydrostatic pressure gradient is taken into account is the drag force divided by75

1−φ0 [15]. When the bed is fully �uidised and the gas density is much less that76

that of the particles, ρg � ρ0, the force balance on a representative particle is77

3πµd0ugF + φ0ρ0
π

6
d3g = ρ0

π

6
d30g, (1)

where the �rst term is �uid drag and the third term is the weight of the particle.78

The second term is the hydrostatic force exerted on the particles owing to the79

supspension of the bed. [15].80

In non-dimensional form [15]81

F

1− φ0
u∗mf = 1, (2)

where82

u∗mf = umf/ut0, (3)

a type of Stokes number, and83

ut0 =
ρ0d

2
0g

18µ
(4)

is the terminal velocity of an isolated particle experiencing Stokes drag.84

The correction F to the �uid drag can be divided into two parts, one viscous85

and one inertial [17], so that86

F = Fv(φ) + FRe(φ,Re). (5)

From the results of lattice Boltzmann simulations of �ows through arrays of87

particles, an expression for the low-Reynolds number correction Fv has been88
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proposed [15] and, for higher Reynolds numbers another for FRe that has an89

accuracy of 10% when Re = 1000 [17].90

When a bed is viscously dominated, then u∗mf is equal to a constant that is91

a function of φ and information about a speci�c bed is introduced when scaling92

is removed. When inertia is signi�cant then F is a function of Re as well as φ.93

Re may be expressed as Re = Ar u∗mf where94

Ar0 =
ρgρ0d

3
0g

18µ2
, (6)

is a Archimedes number describing the ratio between the weight of a particle and95

the viscous drag acting on it in a monodisperse bed when ρg � ρ0. Eqn (2) can96

then be solved for u∗mf . When viscous forces dominate then u∗mf is a constant;97

when inertial forces are signi�cant, then u∗mf has to be found from the implicit98

solution of Eqn (2).99

3. Minimum �uidisation velocities in well-mixed bi-disperse beds100

For a bi-disperse mixture of particles, s will denote the `small' diameter101

particles, l the `large' diameter particles, and i denotes either component. The102

amount of small particles is denoted by the mass fraction x.103

The average density for the bed is104

1

ρav
=

x

ρs
+

1− x
ρl

. (7)

Two density ratios may be de�ned:105

w =
ρs
ρl

; zi =
ρi
ρav

. (8)

The Sauter diameter is a suitable average diameter [15],106

1

dav
=
x/zs
ds

+
(1− x)/zl

dl
. (9)

Two size ratios are de�ned as107

r =
ds
dl

; yi =
di
dav

. (10)

All the particles in this article are assumed to have Geldart group-B beha-108

viour i.e. φ0 is independent of ug.109
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3.1. Forces on a bed as a whole110

For the whole bed, the minimum velocity at which �uidisation initiates may111

be de�ned as that at which it ceases to act as a static bed, umf 1. This will112

be when the weight of the entire �xed bed of particles is just matched by the113

�uid forces upon it [9, 12]. In a �xed bed, forces are transmitted directly from114

one particle to another, and so the bed may be considered in bulk. The same115

framework for expressing drag as for a mono-disperse bed of particles may be116

employed with Re based on an average, representative particle so that in di-117

mensionless terms, when the weight of the bed in bulk is fully supported by the118

gas �ow,119 [
Fv(φ) + FRe(φ, Arav u

∗
mf 1

)
] u∗mf 1
1− φ

= 1. (11)

where u∗mf 1 = umf 1/utav is the dimensionless minimum �uidisation velocity for120

the whole bed. utav and Arav are based on dav and ρav. This is the equivalent of121

the expression for the initial minimum �uidisation velocity in [9], though there122

the drag is based on the Carmen-Kozeny equation. As for Eqn (2), the φ in the123

denominator arises because of the hydrostatic force generated by the suspension124

of all the particles.125

3.2. Fluidisation based on forces on individual particles126

In a well-mixed, bi-disperse bed not all of the particles will be fully �uidised127

when u∗mf 1 is exceeded. On one of the components the force exerted on a particle128

will be more than that necessary to �uidise it, but on the other component it129

will be less. When the particles are in contact, the excess force from the former130

component can be transmitted to the latter; however, if a well-mixed bed is131

to be fully �uidised, the particles should not be in sustained contact with each132

other and each particle must be supported individually by the gas �ow [22]. To133

determine the gas velocity at which this takes place, the forces exerted by the134

gas �ow on an individual particle must be considered. This will de�ne an upper135

�uidisation velocity, umf 2, expressing the minimum gas velocity for the weight136

of the particle to be supported in a fully-�uidised, well-mixed bed.137

The gas velocity at which an individual particle's weight is supported will138

depend on its characteristics, not the average ones for the bed. There are139
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also two important di�erences between the forces on individual particles in bi-140

disperse beds and the force on an average particle.141

First, when a bi-disperse system is considered at the bed-scale, the average142

non-dimensional drag on a particle is equivalent to the non-dimensional drag143

on a particle in a mono-disperse bed with the same φ; however, when an indi-144

vidual particle is considered, this is not true [15]. Through lattice-Boltzmann145

simulations, it has been shown that for bi-disperse beds of spherical particles,146

this may be expressed by multiplying F by a factor [15]147

Fpi =
(
(1− φ) yi + φy2i

)
. (12)

A better �t with simulation results can be found with the addition to Eqn (12)148

of 0.064 (1− φ) y3i [15]; however, this was at the expense of drag no longer taking149

on the values for mono-disperse beds when x = 0 or x = 1 [15] and the bene�t is150

only signi�cant for values of φ much smaller than those found in dense �uidised151

beds [15].152

The second di�erence is the action of the pressure gradient. In a bi-disperse153

bed, when individual particles are considered there is cross-coupling in the mo-154

mentum balance for a particle as the total force acting on a particle of one-155

component will depend on the force exerted by the �uid on the particles of the156

other component. For a general description of bi-disperse particle systems, this157

is a di�cult problem [16]; however, for a fully-�uidised bed, it can be overcome158

as the pressure gradient can be equated to the weight of particles in the whole159

bed so that it has the value −φρavg. For particles of di�erent sizes but equal160

densities in a fully-�uidised bed, the total force on a particle will be the drag161

force divided by (1− φ), in a similar manner to mono-sized particles.162

For a particle of component i, the velocity at which �uid forces equals the163

weight of an individual representative particle of component i, umf 2i in a bi-164

disperse bed is given by the force balance per unit weight for the particle,165

Fpi (Fv + FRe)
umf 2i
uti

+ φ
ρav
ρi

= 1. (13)

The �rst term on the left-hand side expresses drag, the second term is buoy-166

ancy, and the right-hand side is particle weight. Converting to non-dimensional167

variables and using Eqn (12),168

u∗mf 2i =
1

Fv + FRe
(zi − φ)

(
yi

(1− φ) + φyi

)
(14)
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or when viscous forces dominate, from Eqn (11)169

u∗mf 2i = u∗mf 1

(
zi − φ
1− φ

)(
yi

(1− φ) + φyi

)
. (15)

The �rst term in brackets corresponds to the e�ect of buoyancy and the second170

term the e�ects of the di�erence between the diameter of the particle being171

considered and dav.172

Characterising a bi-disperse �uidised bed with umf 2i173

umf
∗
2i can be de�ned for a particle from either component of a bi-disperse174

mixed bed. Only will it have physical meaning when the entire bed is fully175

�uidised, otherwise the buoyancy term in Eqn (13) is incorrect; therefore, for176

a particular value of x, the larger value of umf
∗
2i characterises the minimum177

velocity at which a mixed �uidised bed is fully �uidised (denoted as umf
∗
2); the178

value for the other component does not have physical meaning.179

Which component de�nes umf
∗
2i depends on r and w, with the density ratio180

having the greater in�uence. When the larger component is also the denser181

(w < 1), u∗mf 2 = u∗mf 2l always. When the small particles are the denser (w > 1)182

then for any r there will be a limiting value of w below which the larger, less-183

dense particles may de�ne u∗mf 2 rather than the smaller, denser ones. The184

ranges over which this are true for when inertial e�ects are negligible is shown185

in Fig. 1. Even for very large di�erences in the diameters of the two components,186

the larger, less-dense particles de�ne u∗mf 2 only when x is small or when w is187

not much more than 1.188

4. Scaled results189

For bi-disperse �uidised beds, two minimum �uidisation velocities may be190

found: umf
∗
1 for when �uidisation initiates, and umf

∗
2 for when a well-mixed,191

bi-disperse bed can be completely �uidised. Particle shape is not investigated192

here, so in a bi-disperse bed the particles may di�er in size and density. The193

simplest case that can be used to examine the e�ects of these properties is194

when r is large so that φ is not a function of x and a bi-disperse bed acts in195

a similar way to a mono-disperse bed. When the di�erence in size of particles196

is su�ciently large for φ = f(x), then the behaviour of the bed with respect197
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to the minimum �uidisation velocities changes. A further complication will198

be the e�ect of inertial forces when they are large enough to be signi�cant.199

Each of these cases will be examined in turn and, through the use of scaled200

parameters, for bi-disperse �uidised beds in general. There will then be an201

example showing how the scaled parameters relate to unscaled velocities and202

how the other factors described here a�ect minimum �uidisation velocity when203

compared with the primary scaling found in mono-disperse �uidised beds.204

4.1. Minimum �uidisation velocities in beds where φ is �xed and viscous drag205

dominates206

For particles of a similar shape, when r > 0.741 the mixture of two bed207

components has the same particle volume fraction mixed as when they are208

unmixed, φ = φ0 [23]. The minimum �uidisation velocities for these conditions209

are shown in Fig. 2. Taken as a whole, such a bed is analogous to a mono-210

disperse bed of particles with average properties so that when viscous forces211

dominate, u∗mf 1 has a �xed value given by Eqn (2), which has a value of 0.0106212

when φ = 0.60. u∗mf 2 increases with x owing to the e�ect of the hydrostatic213

pressure gradient. r = 1 corresponds to the special case when bed components214

have the same size, but di�erent densities. When w > 1 (i.e. the smaller particles215

are also the denser), a similar result to that shown in Fig. 2 is obtained except216

that the line describing u∗mf 2 is reversed.217

4.2. The e�ect of particle packing218

When r < 0.741, small, spherical particles can pack the interstices between219

the large particles in a bi-disperse bed and φ = φ(x) and can be signi�cantly220

larger than φ0 [23]. This can greatly a�ect the values of the scaled minimum221

�uidisation velocities.222

Packing behaviour in bi-disperse beds can be estimated without the use of223

empirical measurements of speci�c mixtures of particles through the use of a224

packing model. The linear-mixture model [18] combines a linear model [24] for225

when r < 0.154, the point at which small spherical particles can move through226

the interstices of large ones without disturbing them, with a mixture model [25]227

for when 0.154 < r < 0.741. The mixture model is appropriate when the values228

of φ0 for each component are equal, but if the particles for each component have229
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di�erent shapes then a fully linear model must be used instead [18]. This model230

has been experimentally validated [18, 23, 25].231

Mixture particle volume fractions depend on the partial volume fraction of232

the small particles X where233

X =
x

x+ w(1− x)
. (16)

For a binary mixture of spherical particles when φ0s = φ0l = φ0, when r ≥ 0.741,234

then φ = φ0. When 0.154 ≤ r < 0.741, then the particle volume fraction is235

determined by mixing and [24]236

1/φ = 1/φ0 + (1−X)X (β + γ (1− 2X)) (17)

where

β = 10.288× 10−1.4566φ0
(
−1.002 + 0.1126r + 5.8455r2 − 7.9488r3+

3.1222r4
)

(18)

γ =
(
−1.3092 + 15.039φ0 − 37.453φ20 + 40.869φ30 − 17.11φ40

)
(
−1.0029 + 0.3589r + 10.970r2 − 22.197r3 + 12.434r4

)
. (19)

When r < 0.154 then the particle volume fraction is dominated by unmixing.

An overall particle volume fraction can be calculated [26] for both components

and the lower value is taken to represent the mixture where

φ0/φl = (1−X) + (1− f(r))X; (20)

φ0/φs = X + (1− (1− φ0)g(r))(1−X), (21)

where the interaction coe�cients are given by

f(r) = (1− r)3.3 + 2.8r(1− r)2.7 (22)

g(r) = (1− r)2.0 + 0.4r(1− r)3.7. (23)

The inset for Fig. 3a shows the computed increase in φ for the values of r237

examined.238

(24)

239

(25)
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The e�ect of the packing of small particles between the large ones is shown240

in Fig. 3a where w = 1 i.e. the bed is a mixture of particles of two di�erent241

sizes, but the same density. There are two main e�ects of r on the values of242

the two minimum �uidisation velocities. First, u∗mf 1 6= u∗mf 2 and the di�erence243

between the two scaled minimum �uidisation velocities increases with x, driven244

by the di�erence between dl and dav. The second e�ect is that the shape of245

the scaled minimum �uidisation curves is substantially changed by the increase246

in the value of φ when r < 0.741 and decreases. u∗mf 1 is no longer a constant,247

but has a minimum whose value and the corresponding value of x decrease as248

r is reduced. When r is small, the e�ects of packing are dominant so that the249

dependence on x of u∗mf 2 is changed from a consistent rise to being pulled down250

close to the line for u∗mf 1.251

Fig. 3b shows the �uidisation curves when w = 0.5 i.e. the larger particles252

are also denser. The strong divergence between u∗mf 1 and u
∗
mf 2

with increasing253

x caused by the hydrostatic gradient (as seen in Fig. 2) is superimposed on the254

shape of the curves generated by packing shown in Fig. 3a.255

Fig. 3c shows the �uidisation curves when the smaller particles are more256

dense than the larger ones (w > 1). The dependence of hydrostatic pressure on257

x is simply reversed; however, the e�ects of packing are not, which results in258

very di�erent dependencies of the scaled minimum �uidisation velocities on x.259

When w > 1, it is possible for u∗mf 2 to be de�ned by the less-dense component,260

but particle packing restricts this e�ect as shown in Fig. 1.261

In Fig. 3a the value of umf
∗
2 does not converge on the value of umf

∗
s when262

x = 1. This is because umf
∗
2 = umf

∗
2l so that the limiting case as x→ 1 is of a263

single large particle in a bed of small particles. From Eqn (15), the �uid force264

required to suspend a large particle will exceed that for the small particles and265

so umf
∗
2 > umf

∗
s = umf

∗
1(x = 1). The same is true for Fig. 3b; however, for266

Fig. 3c, umf
∗
2 = umf

∗
2s, and so when x = 0, umf

∗
2 > umf

∗
l = umf

∗
1(x = 0).267

4.3. The e�ect of inertial forces268

Inertia has the e�ect of increasing the scaled drag experienced by particles269

and reducing the scaled minimum �uidisation velocities. When the bed is con-270

sidered as a whole and umf
∗
1 is calculated, the same framework as for a mon-271

odisperse bed may be employed with the e�ect of inertia characterised by the272
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Archimedes number Arav (de�ned by Eqn (6)) based on the average particle273

density and diameter. Its in�uence on u∗mf 1 for a bi-disperse mixture where274

φ = φ0 is shown in Fig. 4. The value of u∗mf 1 begins to signi�cantly deviate275

from the value for when inertia is negligible when Arav has a value of a few276

hundred. For an idea of a physical meaning of the value of the Archimedes277

number, Ar = 500 for glass particles (ρp = 2500 kg/m3) �uidised by air when278

dp = 445µm.279

Arav is based on the average particle diameter quantities and so for most280

cases diminishes as x becomes larger. This means that even in beds where the281

larger component is large and heavy, inertial forces may not be signi�cant over282

large ranges of x when w is small. The dependency of Arav on dav means that283

it is no longer possible to plot a completely general variation of the minimum284

�uidisation velocities with x. Fig. 5 shows the variation of the minimum �u-285

idisation velocities with x for several values of r for a value of Ars selected so286

that inertia is always important, even at high x. Comparison with Fig. 3c shows287

that the e�ect of inertial forces is to increase drag, particularly at low x and to288

reduce the e�ects of packing on the minimum �uidisation velocities.289

5. Unscaled results290

It has been shown above that in bi-disperse �uidised beds, it is possible for291

r and w to cause signi�cant variation from the values of the scaled minimum292

�uidisation velocity that would be expected from considering equivalent single-293

component �uidised beds. However, the dominant scaling in �uidised beds is294

between the weight and the �uid forces acting upon a particle, and in a bi-295

disperse bed this is expressed by ug/utav. Figure 6 compares the scaled and296

unscaled minimum �uidisation velocities for the particles whose properties are297

summarised in Tab. 1. The principle scaling in a �uidised bed between weight298

and drag is evident. When a bi-disperse �uidised bed behaves as a single-299

component �uidised bed, then from Eqns (2) and (4), the minimum �uidisation300

velocity is inversely proportional to ρavd
2
av, which gives rise to an exponential301

decrease in minimum �uidisation velocities with x. When r is small, then in-302

creased packing very much intensi�es the variation with x. The result is a very303

steep drop in minimum �uidisation velocities with x and which then have nearly304
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constant values over large ranges of the higher values of x.305

6. Discussion and conclusion306

The method for estimating minimum �uidisation velocities in well-mixed,307

bi-disperse �uidised beds of spherical particles described here does not require308

any empirical measurements for a particular bed. The equations are also non-309

dimensionalised and so are applicable to any bed for which the constituent310

models may be applied.311

There are two scales that may be considered for a �uidised bed: the overall312

bed scale and that of individual particles. In a mono-sized bed these two scales313

can be reconciled in that it is the point of minimum �uidisation is considered314

to be the point at which the forces on all of the individual particles balance315

and this is manifest at the bed-scale by the pressure drop over the bed reaching316

a maximum with respect to gas speed. For the whole-bed scale, the minimum317

�uidisation velocity umf 1 is the initial minimum �uidisation velocity that has318

been de�ned previously e.g. [3, 10, 27]. The results for umf 1 compare well with319

classical predictions of the minimum �uidisation velocity for large r when there320

is no packing of the small particles between the large ones, as shown in �g-321

ure 7a. When r is small, Figs 7b and 7c, the packing of the particles has a322

signi�cant e�ect on the expected values of umf 1, resulting in signi�cant devi-323

ations. The correlation of Noda et al. [6] was developed speci�cally for beds324

with a small value of r, but does not appear to o�er great advantages over the325

simpler correlations. The packing model can be adapted to allow for more than326

two components and also di�erently shaped particles [18], but the degree of the327

challenge of this is shown by the predictions of a correlation that was developed328

speci�cally for beds containing biomass particles, which are also likely to be329

segregating strongly [8]. Though it was able to estimate the minimum �uidisa-330

tion velocities for the speci�c situation that it was developed for, it deviates a331

great deal from other drag-model based predictions not speci�cally prepared for332

biomass systems.333

In a well-mixed bi-disperse bed, the bed-scale minimum �uidisation velocity334

does not correspond to the gas speed at which the forces an individual particle335

balance because it is determined by the balance of forces on the particle, includ-336
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ing buoyancy, which is determined by the density ratio, and a factor accounting337

for the di�erence between drag on an individual particles and the average drag,338

determined by the size ratio. This gives rise to a higher �uidisation velocity,339

umf 2. This is di�erent from the �nal minimum �uidisation velocity de�ned340

previously e.g. [3, 10, 27], which describes the higher gas velocity that would341

enable segregation to fully take place and the bed to become steady state: umf 2342

applies to a well-mixed bed and so is not associated with segregation nor with343

the bed being in a transient state. This is likely to be particularly important in344

applications for which x is large, such as biomass combustion and gasi�cation345

where a bed may appear to �uidised as a whole, but individual particles may346

not be.347

The point at which the weight of all the particles in most practical bi-disperse348

beds is supported is di�cult to predict because of the propensity for many beds349

to segregate. Many forms of segregation have been observed, and bi-disperse350

beds can segregate into regions containing di�erent proportions of the two bed351

components e.g. [28]. The propensity of �uidised beds to segregate readily is352

explained by the fact that even in well-mixed beds, there is a region between353

umf 1 and umf 2 where the bed is no longer static as a whole, but the di�erent354

magnitudes of the forces acting on particles in each component can cause se-355

gregation [20, 22]. The overall segregation pattern will depend on the balance356

between mixing and segregation processes within a speci�c bed [29]. Further-357

more, segregation takes place on a di�erent scales, and small scale regions of358

di�erent composition to their surroundings may form [30, 31]. When r is small,359

the minimum �uidisation velocities change sharply with x and so as segregation360

takes place, the gas velocity necessary to �uidise a region can markedly change.361

The minimum �uidisation velocity measured for a particular bed taken as a362

whole will then often be di�cult to predict as its structure would be the result363

of the interaction of several processes that depend on local conditions. Segreg-364

ation makes experimental validation of umf 2 di�cult to do for most particle365

mixtures, and may account for the large errors previously encountered when ex-366

pressions for umf are compared with experimental data. However, the criteria367

described here for predicting minimum �uidisation velocities can be applied368

to any region within a segregated bed that is uniformly well mixed, and they369
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may be used to predict their formation and the development of segregation in370

di�erent mixtures of particles.371

The in�uence of inertia on the minimum �uidisation velocities can be char-372

acterised by Arav. This has an advantage over using Re in that it requires only373

the particles' properties for its calculation. Inertia becomes signi�cant when374

Arav has a value of a few hundred, which means that for many practical beds375

the e�ects of inertia are not large; however, when they do become signi�cant,376

they increase rapidly with increasing diameter.377
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Nomenclature383

Roman letters384

Ar Archimedes number de�ned by Eqn (6) [-]385

d Particle diameter [m]386

F Correction for drag for the presence of other particles [-]387

Fv Viscous correction for drag for the presence of other particles [-]388

FRe Inertial correction for drag for the presence of other particles [-]389

Fp Correction to drag to take into account hydraulic radius for �ow around a390

particular particle [-]391

r Ratio of diameters of small to large particles [-]392

Re Particle Reynolds number [-]393

ug Super�cial gas velocity [m/s]394

umf 1 Initial minimum �uidisation gas velocity [m/s]395
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umf 2 Complete minimum �uidisation gas velocity [m/s]396

u∗mf 1 Non-dimensional initial minimum �uidisation gas velocity [-]397

u∗mf 1 Non-dimensional complete minimum �uidisation gas velocity [-]398

ut Terminal speed for an isolated particle [m/s]399

w Ratio of density of small to large particles [-]400

x Mass fraction of small particles [-]401

X Partial volume fraction of small particles [-]402

y Ratio of diameter of one component to the average particle diameter [-]403

z Ratio of density of one component to the average particle density [-]404

Greek letters405

µ Fluid viscosity [kg/m s]406

ρ Density [kg/m3]407

φ Particle volume fraction408

Subscripts409

0 Value for particles in a mono-sized bed410

av Average particle411

g Gas412

i Either component of the mixture413

l Large particles414

s Small particles415
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Figure 1: Figure showing the conditions when the force balance on a representative particle for

the less-dense component de�nes umf 2
for a bi-disperse bed. This only happens when w > 1,

but also has a value that lies below the appropriate solid line in the �gure. The solid lines

take into account packing and the dashed lines represent the curves for �xed φ = φ0 = 0.60,

where this is di�erent.
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Figure 2: Minimum �uidisation velocities for bi-disperse mixtures for which r > 0.74 and

φ = φ0, and viscous drag dominates. For the case shown w < 1 and φ = φ0 = 0.60.
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Figure 3: The e�ects of particle packing on the scaled minimum �uidisation velocities. φ =

φ(x). In all cases inertial e�ects are negligible and neglected.
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Figure 5: The e�ect of inertia on scaled minimum �uidisation velocities. For the smaller
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Figure 6: Comparison between scaled (a, c, e) and unscaled (b, d, f) minimum �uidisation

velocities for sets of particle properties detailed in Tab. 1. The e�ects of inertial forces are

included in the calculation of the minimum �uidisation velocities.
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Figure 7: Comparison between various predictions of bed minimum �uidisation velocity umf 1

for the sets of particle properties detailed in Tab. 1. Cheung et al.[3] is an empirical �t for

which the minimum �uidisation velocities for when x = 0 and x = 1 were calculated using the

Ergun equation and Goossens et al. [4] is the application of the Wen and Yu equation with

mixture quantities. Noda et al. [6] and Paudel et al.[8] are modi�cations of the Goossens et

al. approach with �tted changes to the numerical terms in the equation for biomass systems.
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Table506
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Figures w r ds(µm) dl(µm) ρs(kg/m
3) ρl(kg/m

3) Ars Arl

Figs 6a, 6b 0.5 0.8 300 375 1250 2500 76 298

Fig. 6a, 6b, 7a 0.5 1 300 300 1250 2500 76 153

Fig. 6c, 6d, 7b 0.5 0.15 300 2000 1250 2500 76 45 300

Fig 6e, 6f, 7c 2 0.15 300 2000 2500 1250 153 22 600

Table 1: Table of properties for the particles used in the unscaled examples shown in Figs 6

and 7
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